NEWSLETTER
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Editorial:
J.P. Jacqué
A new team for new challenges

Good bye Yvonne Nasshoven and thank for all the work done during your all these years as executive
director at TEPSA. Welcome to Mirte van den Berge, our new executive director. She will be assisted by
Laura Ventura. I will also express my gratitude to Jean Victor Louis for its dedication to TEPSA during its time
as acting Secretary General.
I hoped to have the same constructive relations with our new team as with the former one. In this difficult time
due to the financial crisis for all think thanks, it seems very important that our network can keep its strength
and work in an effective manner.
Our next rendez-vous will be the meeting on the Belgian presidenc y in Brussels and our General Assembly.
At this occasion, several working group on different important topics for the European Union after the entry
into force of the Lisbon treaty will take place. During this meeting, each working groups will adopt a roadmap
and the board hopes that each member of TEPSA will take part to this collective work. Our aim is to share our
experience on the most important challenges for the future of EU with a view to future seminars and studies.
It will be a pleasure to see all our members at the Belgian presidency meeting in Brussels and to work with
you.

Jean Paul Jacqué
Secretary General of TEPSA

Trans European Policy Studies Association ⋅ 11, Rue d’Egmont ⋅ 1000 Bruxelles ⋅ www.tepsa.eu
President of the Board: Prof. Wolfgang Wessels ⋅ Secretary-General: Prof. Jean Paul Jacqué
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News from the TEPSA Network
5. February
TEPSA Board Meeting – The new board
has been elected and it has been
decided about the division of labour.

Prof. Jaap DE ZWAAN
Director of the Clingendael
Institute. In the TEPSA Board
Jaap is responsible for the
working
group
‘Area
of
Freedom,
Security
and
Justice’.

TEPSA – Board Members
Prof. Wolfgang WESSELS
Chairman of the Board – Jean
Monnet
Professor
at
the
University of Köln and at the
College of Europe.

Prof. Jean-Paul JACQUE
Secretary General - Professor at
the College of Europe, Bruges,
and former Director of the Legal
Service of the Council of the EU
In the TEPSA Board responsible
for institutional affairs.

Prof. Iain BEGG
Professorial Research Fellow at
LSE. In the TEPSA Board
responsible for the
TEPSA
working group on EU economic
governance.

Prof. Gianni BONVICINI
Executive Vice President of the
Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) in
Rome. He is Chairman of the
International Advisory Board of
The International Spectator. In the
TEPSA Board co-responsible for
the working group external action.

Dr. Gunilla HEROLF
Senior
Researcher
at
the
Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI). Her
areas of responsibility within the
TEPSA are enlargement of the
network (together with Visnja
Samardzija) and dissemination
(together with Hanna Ojanen).
Prof. András INOTAI
Director of the Institute of World
Economics of the the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Budapest.
In the TEPSA Board responsible
for global economic governance.

Dr. Hanna OJANEN
Research Director at the Swedish
Institute of International Affairs. In
the
TEPSA
Board,
she
coordinates
training
and
competence
enhancing
measures, and takes part in
dissemination.

Dr. Visnja SAMARDZIJA
Head of the Department for
European Integration in the
Institute for International Relations
– IMO, Zagreb. Together with
Gunila Herolf she is responsible
within the TEPSA Board for the
enlargement of the network.
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Prof. Jacek SARYUSZ-WOLSKI
MEP, Chairman of the Delegation
for Relations with the NATO
Parliamentary
Assembly
and
former Chairman of the Committee
on Foreign Affairs. President of the
European Institute, Lódz. In the
TEPSA Board responsible for the
working group on external action.

Prof. Marjan SVETLICIC
Head Centre of International
Relations, Faculty of Social
Sciences, University of Ljubljana,
Slovenija is prof. of International
economic relations, Negotiations,
and graduate courses in the field
of
globalization,
int ernational
business/management. His work in the Board will
focus on enlargement, particularly W. Balkans, the
role of EU in the world and contacts with other
organizations.

News from the TEPSA Secretariat
Farewell to Yvonne Nasshoven
Yvonne
will
leave
Brussels at the end of
March. We knew when
TEPSA appointed her to
the delicate responsibility
of Executive director that
she would not be for a
long time in the office at
the
Fondation
universitaire and we fully
understand that she had
to look for another place where she could work
with more continuity to her PhD and assure her
future, what TEPSA could not do.
Yvonne has showed an astonishing working
capacity, an exceptional dynamism and a great
capacity for facing obstacles. She was one of the
few persons I know who fully understand the
budgetary rules of the Commission. She defended
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TEPSA’s
cause
with
intelligence
and
determination and she spend a lot of time trying to
improve the financial regulation of which she
became an expert. She played an import ant role in
the last two years of EU Consent and she was,
with Anne Schmidt, the TEPSA pillar of the
collaboration with Theseus. The same could be
said of the part she took on herself in the
collaboration with our Turkish partner, METU.
It was a pleasure for me to work with Yvonne, a
very amicable person, and I am sure to express
also the views of Wolfgang and Graham in saying
that it was also reassuring to know that she was in
charge. We warmly congratulate her for having
been admitted at the exam giving access to the
Auswärtiges Amt and wish her full success in her
future diplomatic career.
Jean-Victor Louis

Welcome to Mirte van den Berge
Mirte van den Berge
holds a Master's degree
in Political Science from
Leiden University, where
she
specialised
in
International
Relations
and
European
Integration. Before joining
TEPSA she has worked
at the European Studies Programme of the
Netherlands Institute of International Relations
‘Clingendael’. At Clingendael she has contributed
to research and consultancy projects and
organised training courses on the EU for civil
servants from EU member states and accession
countries, as well as international seminars and
conferences aimed at policy-makers and
academics.
Her areas of interest include EU institution; the
national coordination of EU decision-making
processes; governance and better regulation; and
justice and home affairs policies.

Welcome to
Laura Ventura
As TEPSA’s new research
assistant, Laura Ventura
will be participating in the
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project management of vario us TEPSA activities
(roundtable conferences, guest lectures, prepresidency conferences etc..). In the framework of
the Citizenship Programme, she will be involved in
TEPSA research projects and briefings on human
rights and democracy while working closely with
the members institutes, in order to promote
visibility in Brussels and ensure relevant contacts
with policy-makers.
Holding a Master’s degree in European Studies
from the Catholic University of Louvain, Laura has
been working in Brussels for 3 years in different
public membership organisations such as North
East England Office in Brussels, QeC-ERAN and
has lately finished an internship at the European
Commission, DG EMPL.

GOOD NEWS:
TEPSA listed by the Europe for Citizens
Programme 2010
As in the last years the European Commission has
awarded TEPSA an operating grant under the
“Europe for Citizens Programme”. With the signing
of the multiannual Framework partnership
agreement and the Specific agreement on the
operating grant for 2010, TEPSA can start to
intensify its work programme for 2010.
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for growth and job-creation must be achieved
through structural reforms based on the
competitiveness
of
innovation
and
on
sustainability, both social and environmental.
It is against this backdrop that the new post-Lisbon
(post-Lisbon Treaty and post-Lisbon Strategy)
period begins. With the proper political leadership,
it could lead to a European Union that is more
efficient and transparent in the political realm and
more competitive and solidarity-minded in terms of
economics, and therefore more secure and better
adapted to the multi-polar, globalized world that is
taking shape.
This conference was organised just five weeks
before the Spanish presidency begins, and
provided an excellent opportunity to debate the
key issues and priorities that will make up the
presidency’s agenda. It was organized with a
multidisciplinary, trans-European approach, and
featured renowned experts from the academic
world, specialized analysts and important
policymakers from all over the continent.
The Conference was co-organised by TEPSA and
Real Instituto Elcano, with the support of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, the
Office of the European Commission in Spain, and
the Senate.
http://www.tepsa.be/

Recent events
26/27 November 2009, Madrid
Pre -presidency Conference Madrid - "Spanish
Presidency 2010: New Rules for a Closer Union
in a Multipolar World, a Renewed Impetus for
Sustainable Growth in a Globalised Economy"
The beginning of the end of the serious, twin crisis
– institutional and economic –that Europe has
endured for more than a year, will dominate the 6month Spanish presidency of the European Union
and the term of the new team presidency –
comprising the trio of Spain, Belgium and Hungary
– starting 1st January, 2010. During this period,
the seemingly endless processof ratifying the new
Treaty which will govern the future workings of the
EU must conclude, and a lasting economic
recovery must start. As there is not much room left
for special measures, the new productive model

29.11. – 03.12.09, Berlin
THESEUS Seminar 2009
“EU in crisis – the EU polity in times of
external and internal challenges”
From 29.11. to 03.12.2009 the 3rd THESEUS
Seminar for Young Leaders „EU in crisis – the EU
polity in times of external and internal challenges“
took place in Berlin. The seminar gatheres
students from universities all over Europe and from
the US. Together with high-level experts from
international organisations, business, politics,
NGOs and research they discussed the definition
and types of crisis the EU might be confronted with
internally and externally, as well as the instruments
it has to tackle them. The students were advised
by Goeffrey Edwards from the University of
Cambridge, this years resident researcher to the
seminar. Together they compiled a paper
addressing the newly elected president of the
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European Council and stating what they thought
were “The most pressing crisis facing the EU
today”
(online:
http://theseus.unikoeln.de/fileadmin/Files/THESEUS_Seminar_2009
/Theseus_crisis_paper.pdf

The next THESEUS Seminar will take place in
Brussels in the summer of 2010 and will deal with
recent developements in the area of EU Justice
and Home Affairs.

Nicole Ahler,
Cologne

Nicole Ahler, Jean
Cologne

Jean

Monnet

Chair,

University

December 2009, Berlin
Theseus Conference “T(w)ogether for Europe?
The Franco-German couple and EU governance
in times of crisis”
On 03. and 04.12.2009 the THESEUS Conference
„T(w)ogether for Europe? The Franco-German
couple and EU governance in times of crisis“ took
place in Berlin. On the first day of the conference
Alfred Grosser, one of the most critical
connoisseurs of France and Germany, Rolf
Maffael, responsible for external issues at the
German Federal Foreign Ministry, Yvonne
Nasshoven (TEPSA), Angelica Schwall-Düren,
Member of the German Bundestag, ViceChairwoman, Parliamentary Group of the
Social.democrats and expert on Franco-German
relations, Julie Smith (University of Cambridge)
and Prof. Wolfgang Wessels (University of
Cologne) provided their evaluation of the most
urgent crisis the EU is confronted with, asked if
there is still a role of the Franco-German couple
and if the special relationship between the two
countries continues to be important for the
management of major crisis. On the following day
researchers and academics tried to take „one
Stepp back“ and asked how we should define
„crisis“, which role different crisis had fort he
European Integration Process and discussed with
the participants of the THESEUS Seminar their
proposal for an EU crisis strategy.
Nicole Ahler, Jean
Cologne

Monnet

Chair, University

03. December 2009, Berlin
Remittance Ceremony: THESEUS Award for
Promising Research in European Integration
Alfred Grosser presented the first THESEUS
Award for Promising Research on European
Integration. The award went to Dr. Emmanuel
Sigalas from the Austrian Academy of Sciences for
his Ph.D. thesis on “Cross border People Mobility
and EU Legitimacy”. The research piece
distinguished itself from other works through its
innovative research question and the solid
methodological and theoretical approach.

Monnet

Chair,

University

22. February 2010
Lunch with President Herman Van Rompuy
The honorary President of TEPSA Prof.
Vandamme and Prof. De Keuleneer, Executive
Director of the University Foundation organised a
highly informative lunch debate with the President
of the European Council Mr. Herman Van Rompuy.
Major points of the debate about the role of the
presidency according to the Lisbon Treaty were:
•
•
•
•

Institutions
The economic cooperation
External relations
Participative democracy

President Van Rompuy made comments to each
point. He is for example convinced, that the
european community made a qualitative jump
forward with the Lisbon Treaty. Although
Copenhagen was a huge disappointment he is
certain, that with President Obama the end of
unilateralism has come.

Jacques Vandamme, Honorary president of
TEPSA

14 April 2010, London
Britain, Europe and the General Election
Federal Trust for Education and Research has
organized a conference on 'Britain, Europe and
the General Election' on 14th April in London. The
conference was held jointly with TEPSA. At this
conference the European policies of the main
British parties were considered and the question
was raised how far the parties will be in a position
to carry these policies out after the next British
General Election. Speakers included Professor
Stephen Haseler (London Metropolitan University),
a founding member of the SDP and Professor
Maurice Fraser (London School of Economics), a
former special adviser to Douglas Hurd.
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The second part of the conference focused British
policies in Europe that may change after the
General Election, notably External and Defence
Policy, the Financial Regulation and Internal
Sec urity. Sir Brian Unwin (Federal Trust), former
President of the European Investment Bank,
commented on the possible effect the elections
could have on the British stance on the financial
regulation and Hugo Brady (Centre for European
Reform) commented on the opt-ins and opt-outs of
the United Kingdom in the Justice and Home
Affairs policy area and (on Internal Security).
Brendan Donnelly (director Federal Trust)
commented on the External and Defence Policy,
chaired the meeting and summed up its
conclusions.
The Federal Trust and TEPSA will organize a
second conference on the impact of the British
General Election on the British EU policies later
this year.

Upcoming events
20/21. May 2010, Brussels
Pre -presidency Conference Brussels - “The
Belgian Presidency 2010 – Future prospects
for the Belgian Presidency of the EU (2010):
Global challenges in a new institutional era”
The Institut d’Etudes Européennes (IEE) at the
Université Libre de Bruxelle, the Institute for
European Studies (IES) at the Vrije Universiteit
Brussel (VUB), Egmont – Royal Institute for
International Relations, the Universiteit Gent (UGENT), the Université de Liège, the Université
Catholique de Louvain (UCL), the Facultés
Universitaires St Louis, the Universiteit Antwerpen,
will organize a conference
on “The Belgian
Presidency 2010 –
Future prospects for the
Belgian Presidency of the EU (2010): Global
challenges in a new institutional era”, to be held in
Brussels on 20 -21 May 2010, in order to foster and
support an insightful Belgian Presidency that will
be launched on 01st July 2010 .
The Conference is organized as a part of the “prepresidency” series of the TEPSA (Trans European
Policy Studies Association) with potentially the
official “Belgian Presidency 2010” label and the
support of the Belgian Federal Public Service
Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development
Cooperation.
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This conference will bring together senior scholars
and high level practitioners from across Europe to
focus on the 2010 Belgian Presidency of the
European Union. It will examine the both the
Belgian vision, outputs and prospects for
improving European efficiency in the following
thematic: Security and Defense, Climate Change
and Environment, Immigration and Development,
Eastern Dimension and Energy Supply, Lisbon
Strategy and Economic and Social Cohesion and
finally the Role of the Semestrial Presidency under
the Lisbon Treaty.
The conference will therefore also attempt to foster
exchange
between
the
academic,
policy
communities and the Belgian Presidency,
especially through plenary sessions by senior
policymakers such as governmental officials and a
number of “policy link” workshops featuring
academics. The conference aims as well to have
an impact on the Belgian Presidency by offering a
fresh view on the mentioned thematic.
The conference will be publicized on the partners
websites, research networks websites and on EU
affairs specialized websites from March 2010
onwards.
We do expect around 170 conference participants
(students, academics, EU and Belgian officials, EU
practitioners, journalists,…).

2./ 3. December 2010, Budapest, Hungary
Pre -presidency Conference Budapest

July 2010, Brussels
Theseus Summer School
„Justice and Home Affairs after the Treaty of
Lisbon“

Briefings for the European Parliament
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http://www.europarl.europa
.eu/committees/afet_home_
en.htm
For this legislative period
TEPSA
has
won
two
Framework Contract with the European Parliament
in the areas of Security and Defense and
Multilateralism. By now a first series of briefings
has been completed and accepted by the
European Parliament (Tomas Ries
Global
Challenges: navigating a way for the EU as a
Global
Actor;
Prof.
Richard
Whitman
Strengthening the EU's External Representation:
the role of the EEAS on the Union's external
representation; Nik Hynek Consolidating the
EU's Crisis Management structures: civil-military
coordination and the future of the EU OHQ;
Christian Moelling Bridging the securitydevelopment gap: civilian-civilian co-operation and
the need for an EU Peacebuilding strategy; Julia
Lieb Consolidating Civilian and Military Training
for Crisis Management: taking stock of EU
initiatives; Gunilla Herolf Establishing the
knowledge base of a smart power: a blue print for
an EU Institute for Peace). The briefings will be
available at the website of the European
Parliament and at TEPSA's website soon.

News from TEPSA Member
Institutes

College of Europe - Scholarship
The College of Europe can offer a significant
number of scholarships to graduates from the
European neighbourhood policy countries for postgraduate studies to its Bruges or Natolin (Warsaw)
campus during the academic year 2010-2011.
These scholarships cover academic expenses,
accommodation and meals. The countries
concerned are: Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Egypt, Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,
Libya, Moldova, Morocco,
the Palestinian
Authority, Syria, Tunisia and Ukraine.
Interested graduates are invited to send
their application to the Admissions Office.
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The deadline for submission of applications is 15
April 2010.

Erasmus Application
Lifelong Learning Programme 2010 Call for
Proposals
In the framework of the EU Commission’s Lifelong
Learning Programme, several TEPSA institutes
have joined a large-scale consortium applying for
an “Erasmus Academic Network”. The proposed
project, submitted for evaluation in late February
2010, aims at intensifying research and teaching
activitiesin European integration studies across the
EU and beyond. 67 universities and research
institutes have joined the application, which will
eventually be coordinated by Wolfgang Wessels,
Chairperson of the TEPSA Board Results of the
evaluation process are expected in June 2010.

Miscellaneous

Welcome to Teija Tilikainen new Director of the
Finnish
Institute
of
International Affairs
Teija Tiilikainen is the new
Director of the Finnish
Institute of International
Affairs. Teija Tiilikainen is
the new editor-in-chief of
Ulkopolitiikka
(Finnish
Journal of Foreign Affairs).
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Hanna Ojanen new Director of Research at the
UI.
New Director of
Research, at the Swedish
Institute
of
International
Affairs. Prior to joining SIIA,
Hanna Ojanen worked at the
Finnish
Institute
of
International
Affairs
in
Helsinki. She is member of
the TEPSA Board.

Recent events hosted
Member Institutes

by

TEPSA

14 December 2009
The Swedish Presidency – A Final Assessment
Dr. Gunilla Herolf
On 14 December 2009 at the Institute of
International relations Prague, Dr. Gunilla Herolf,
from the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI), offered her final assessment of
Sweden’s EU Presidency. Her presentation
focused on the six major priorities of the
presidency, including: economic and employment
initiatives, crafting a new climate programme,
defining EU strategy in the Baltic Sea, and
facilitating the effective transition of the Lisbon
Treaty among others.
Throughout the course of the presentation, Dr.
Herolf also highlighted the difficulties that face any
incoming president, such as prioritizing the various
points on the agenda and managing the “leftovers”
from previous presidencies, and how those
difficulties were compacted with the effects of the
global financial crisis and the uncertain fate of the
Lisbon Treaty. However, with regards to the motto
of the presidency, “Taking on the Challenge,” Dr.
Herolf concluded the Swedish Presidency had
been a successful one in terms of efficiency,
transparency and preparedness.
Veronika Ulmanova
Institute of International Relations, Prague

22 February 2010
Giorgi Baramidze, vice prime minister of
Georgia, meets with IAI
Briefing on the Georgian’s political situation.
http://www.iai.it/pdf/Comunicati/PressRelease_IAIBaramidze.pdf
18 February 2010, Rome
Mr. Talat, Turkish Cypriot leader, asks for
Italian
help
to
successfully
conclude
negotiations on Cyprus’ reunification
Seminar at the Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI)
before the visit at Italy’s Foreign Ministry
http://www.iai.it/pdf/Comunicati/PressRelease_IAIAliTalat.pdf

January 19 – Club Europe:
Europe and Its South-East Challenges and
Necessities
Speaker: Dr. Erhard Busek,
president, Institute for the Danube Region and
Central Europe.
January 21
Press conference in IWE – topic:
2010- critical year of the next decade in the
world economy?
February 9
Club Europe: The European Integration at the
Crossroads? Speaker: Péter Balázs, minister,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
February 11
Workshop on the Ukrainian elections and on
the perspectives of the country

February 26
Hungarian-Romanian bilateral workshop
On 15 January 2010 the Institut für Europäische
Politik (IEP) organised an expert workshop under
the title “ESDP missions: Evaluating the past,
addressing the future.” The workshop, which was
arranged in the framework of the “Study
Programme on European Security”, brought
together young scholars and representatives from
the policy-making community for a discussion on
the past, current and future ESDP missions. The
presentations and the discussion touched on the
evaluation of the performance of actors and
institutions
involved,
achievements
and
shortcomings of ESDP missions, and the
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implications the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty
has had on the future developments of ESDP (or
rather of the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP), as renamed by the new treaty). More
information:
http://iep-berlin.de/index.php?id=home

Upcoming events hosted by TEPSA
member institutes

Berlin, 26 March 2010:
The Institut für Europäische Politik (IEP) is
organising an expert workshop on “EU, Russia
and the common neighbourhood” in the
framework of its “Study Programme on European
Security”. Representatives from the academic and
policy-making community will discuss the following
key questions: What foreign policy approaches the
EU and Russia follow towards the common
neighbourhood? How does Russia perceive
European policy initiatives in its ‘near abroad’ and
what do these perceptions mean for the EU? And
finally, in how far does Russia intervene with the
transformative power of the EU? In other words,
does Russia (actively) pursue strategies to limit
the diffusion of European ideas?
Contact: mariella.falkenhain@iep-berlin.de

Theseus Awards
**THESEUS Award for Promising
Research on European Integration
2010**
Call for applications
The THESEUS Award for Promising Research
on European Integration will distinguish an
excellent piece of work of a junior researcher in
the field of European integration, which analyses
an ongoing challenge for the European Union and
its member states
•
•

with regard to the institutions, policies or
policymaking processes of the European
Union or
from a comparative perspective across the
member states of the European Union,
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•

recommending potential institutional or
policy solutions.

The rewarded work will be a Ph.D. thesis or a
publication in a major journal (published within the
last three years from application deadline).
Disciplines covered include especially - but not
exclusively – political or social sciences. There is
no nationality or geographical criteria for selection.
THESEUS accepts both direct applications and
nominations through third parties.
The award is endowed with 3000 € and the winner
will be involved into the activities of the THESEUS
network. The public presentation will take place in
December 2010.
THESEUS is a common initiative of the Centre
d’études européennes de Sciences Po Paris, the
Jean Monnet Chair for Political Science at the
University of Cologne, the Trans European Policy
Studies Association and the Fritz Thyssen
Foundation, Cologne. Its aim is to establish a
European network of thinkers, actors and ideas
and to foster an open and constructive dialogue
between academia and politics about the future
challenges of Europe. Emerging from a FrancoGerman initiative, THESEUS is striving to enhance
the mutual understanding of societies in Europe.
Applications: Deadline 31/05/2010
Please send your informal application, consisting
of a two-page summary of your work, your
academic CV (including publications) and a cover
letter situating your work in your ongoing research
and academic activities, as well as a copy of your
Ph.D. thesis or publication by 31/05/2010 via email to Nicole Ahler, M.A. (ahlern@uni-koeln.de).
The language of the application dossier is English;
there is no language criterion for publication or
Ph.D. thesis.

Contact and further information:
Nicole Ahler, M.A. (ahlern@uni -koeln.de)
www.theseus-europe.net
www.theseus-europa.net

-

**THESEUS Award for Outstanding
Research on European Integration**
Call for nominations
THESEUS calls for nominations for its research
award. The award distinguishes a person with an
outstanding academic record in the field of
European integration, whose work
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contributed substantially to the progress of
the state of the art, and/or
demonstrates a profound comparative
understanding of the states and societies
of Europe, and/or
has influenced academic and political
debates in Europe.

Disciplines covered by the award include
especially - but not exclusively - history,
humanities, philosophy or social sciences. The
award is endowed with 5000 € and the winner will
be involved into the activities of the THESEUS
network. The public presentation will take place in
December 2010.
THESEUS is a common initiative of Centre
d’études européennes de Sciences Po Paris, the
Jean-Monnet-Chair for Political Science at the
University of Cologne, the Trans European Policy
Studies Association (Brussels) and the Fritz
Thyssen Foundation (Cologne). Its aim is to
establish a European network of thinkers, actors
and ideas and to foster an open and constructive
dialogue between members of the academic world
and political actors about the future challenges of
Europe. Emerging from a Franco- German
initiative, THESEUS is striving to enhance the
mutual understanding of societies in Europe.
Nominations: Deadline 31/05/2010
Please send the filled nomination form, including
a short justification, an academic CV of the
nominee and a list of his or her main
publications via e-mail to Nicole Ahler
(ahlern@uni-koeln.de) and via ordinary mail to the
address indicated below. A major book publication
can be an asset (please send a copy).
The language of the application dossier should be
English, there is no limitation concerning the
language(s) of the nominee’s publications, neither
any restrictions in terms of national or
geographical origin. Direct applications are not
accepted.
Please
find
the
nomination
form
at:
http://www.theseus-europe.net/.
Contact and further information:
Nicole Ahler, M.A. (ahlern@uni-koeln.de)
www.theseus-europe.net
www.theseus-europa.net

-

Postal address:
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wessels (Coordinator
THESEUS)
Jean-Monnet -Chair for Political Science
To the attention of Nicole Ahler
University of Cologne

Gottfried-Keller-Str. 6
50931 Köln
Germany

Publications
Trans European Policy Studies Association,
Brussels, August 2009
Enlarging the European Union: Effects on the new
member states and on the EU by Graham Avery,
Anne Faber, Anne Schmidt (eds.)
Wolfgang Wessels: Der (National-)Staat und die
Europäische Union - die EU auf dem
Fusionspfad?, in: Zeitschrift für Staats- und
Europawissenschaften, 7. Jahrgang, 3-4/2009, S.
399 -418
IAI:
Roberto Aliboni and Abdallah Saaf, “Human
security:
a
new
perspective
for
EuroMediterranean cooperation”, 10 Papers for
Barcelona 2010, Paris, EU-ISS and Barcelona,
IEMED,
http://www.iss.europa.eu/uploads/media/Human_s
ecurity-Euro-Med_cooperation.pdf

Michele Comelli, “Dynamics and evolution of the
EU-Egypt relationship within the ENP framework”,
Roma, Istituto Affari Internazionali, February 2010
(DOC
IAI1002)
http://www.iai.it/pdf/DocIAI/iai1002.pdf
Raffaello Matarazzo, “The Italian Foreign Ministry
on the way of reform”, Roma, Istituto Affari
Internazionali, February 2010 (DOC IAI1001)
http://www.iai.it/pdf/DocIAI/iai1001.pdf

Publications of IWE on the global crisis in 12
volumes:
A globális válság: hatások, gazdaságpolitikai
válaszok és kilátások/The global crisis: impacts,
policy responses and perspectives
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Farkas
P.(szerk)Világgazdasági
súlyponteltolódások (Shift of economic power
relations in the world economy) In: A globális
válság: hatások, gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és
kilátások 1. kötet Budapest, MTA VKI, (2009)
Simai Mihály(szerk)
Transznacionális vállalati
stratégiák és multilateralizmus ( Strategies of
transnational corporations and multilaterism) In: A
globális
válság:
hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai
válaszok és kilátások 2. kötet Budapest, MTA VKI,
(2009)
Szalavetz Andrea.(szerk) A válság hatása néhány
kiemelt gazdasági tevékenységre (Impact of the
crisis on certain key economic areas) In : A
globális
válság:
hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai
válaszok és kilátások 3. kötet Budapest, MTA VKI
, (2009)
Korösi István (szerk.:)Az állam gazdaságfejleszto
és jóléti szerepe . (Role of the state in economic
development and in wellfare) In: A globális válság:
hatások, gazdaságpolitikai vál aszok és kilátások 4.
kötet Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Artner Annamária (szerk.) A válságkezelés egyes
nemzetközi dimenziói :nemzetközi pénz ügyek, új
regionalizmus. (International dimensions of crisis
management: international financial issues, new
regionalism) In: A globális válság: hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és kilátások 5. kötet
Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Székely-Doby András és Szilágyi Judit (szerk.) A
válság hatása a meghatározó és feltörek vo nem
európai országokban.( Impacts of the crisis in
certain key non-European emerging countries) In:
A globális válság: hatások, gazdaságpolitikai
válaszok és kilátások 6. kötet Budapest, MTA VKI
(2009)
Weiner Csaba (szerk.) Válság Oroszországban és
Ukrajnában: eltéro válságkezelési lehetoségek
(Crisis in Russia and Ukraine. different ways of
crisis management) In :A globális válság: hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és kilátások 7. kötet
Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Szigetvári Tamás (szerk.) A fejlodo országok /
régiók és a válság (The developing countries and
the crisis) In : A globális válság: hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és kilátások 8. kötet
Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Somai Miklós (szerk.) Nagy EU- tagállamok és a
gazdasági válság .( The big EU-member states
and the economic crisis) In: A globális válság:
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hatások, gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és kilátások 9.
kötet Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Vida Krisztina (szerk.) A pénzügyi – gazdasági
válság hatása és kezelése az EU fejlett kis
tagállamaiban. (Impacts and management of the
financial and economic crisis in the small EUmember states) In: A globális válság: hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és kilátások 10. kötet
Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Novák Tamás és Wisniewski Anna (szerk.) Az új
EU- tagállamok és a tagjelöltek helyzete a
válságban.( The position of the new EU-member
states and the candidate countries) In: A globális
válság: hatások, gazdaságpolitikai válaszok és
kilátások 11. kötet Budapest, MTA VKI (2009)
Meisel Sándor (szerk.) A válság hatás a az
Európai Unió muködésére.(Impacts of the crisis on
the functioning of the European Union) In : A
globális
válság:
hatások,
gazdaságpolitikai
válaszok és kilátások 12. kötet Budapest, MTA
VKI (2009)

Lithuanian Political Science Yearbook 2008

IEP:
Werner Weidenfeld / Wolfgang Wessels (Eds.):
Jahrbuch der Europäischen Integration 2009,
Nomos Verlag, Baden-Baden 2009.
Katrin Böttger, Die Entstehung und Entwicklung
der Europäischen Nachbarschaftspolitik. Akteure
und
Koalitionen,
Baden-Baden,
Nomos
Verlagsgesellschaft, 2010.
Severin
Fischer,
Internal
and
External
Regionalisation of Energy Policies: The European
Union’s Market Governance Approach, IEP
Working Pap er, March 2010. Available at:
http://www.iepberlin.de/fileadmin/website/03_Forschung/Fischer
2009_Regionalisation.pdf.
Severin Fischer, Stefan Gran, Björn Hacker, Anja
P. Jakobi, Sebastian Petzold, Toralf Pusch and
Philipp Steinberg, EU 2020 - Impulse für die Post-
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Lissabonstrategie: Progressive Politikvorschläge
zur wirtschaftlichen, sozialen und ökologischen
Erneuerung
Europas,
in:
Internationale
Politikanalyse, February 2010. Available at:
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/id/ipa/06962.pdf.
Institut für Europäische Politik: Integration
The forthcoming issue of “integration ” will be
published at the end of April. Among other topics,
articles will deal with the UN Climate Change
Conference in Copenhagen, the European
institutions after Lisbon, and the Swedish Council
Presidency. “integration” is the quarterly journal of
the Institut für Europäische Politik (IEP) in cooperation with the Arbeitskreis für Europäische
Integration (AEI). Abstracts in English and
information about “integration ” are available at:
http://www.zeitschrift-integration.de.
Institut für Europäische Politik: EU-27 Watch
The Forthcoming issue of E U-27 Watch, edited by
the Institut für Europäische Politik (IEP), will
provide an analytic overview of debates on the
Union from all 27 member states as well as the
candidate countries. Its publication is planned for
July 2010.
The E U-27 Watch provides a rich and unique set
of material, collecting national debates on the
Union. It focuses on the deepening and widening
of the European Union, as well as policies. The
English internet publication is free of charge and
available
at:
http://www.iepberlin.de/index.php?id=546.
After having published eight issues of EU-27
Watch between 2004 and 2009 in the framework
of EU-CONSENT, the IEP has decided to continue
the project in 2010 with the 9th edition of EU-27
Watch. The IEP is thankful for the support that the
Centre international de formation européenne
(Cife) is willing to give to the project.
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